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NELSON STREET, DALTON-IN-FURNESS
1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This report sets out options for possible traffic management measures
for Nelson Street in Dalton-in-Furness. This is in response to concerns
raised by the Town Council and Local Member regarding vehicles
mounting pavements and general road safety.

1.2

The Highways Advisory Sub Group is asked to consider the options
presented in this report for a recommendation to Officers on their
preferred option, noting that a combination of 2 Options namely for
bollards along the length (Option 3a, plan 3a) and a parking restriction
to create a passing place (Option 5a, plan 5a) are those considered to
provide the most benefit to road safety and congestion for Nelson
Street and therefore recommended by Officers.

1.3

There is currently no funding allocated for any options for Nelson
Street, however any option considered for future implementation would
require funding from a future financial year’s budget.

2.0

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

2.1

The introduction of any traffic management scheme helps support the
County Council objective of meeting its casualty reduction targets and
its delivery of Community Strategy and Cumbria Agreement outcomes
and Council Plan priorities, which are
 To safeguard children, and ensure that Cumbria is a great place to
be a child and grow up
 To enable communities to live safely and shape services locally
 To provide safe and well maintained roads and an effective
transport network
 To promote sustainable economic growth, and create jobs
 To be a modern and efficient council

Members are advised that generally the measures contained in the
options / proposals contribute to these commitments by continuing to
ensure that the council are able to provide an effective and safe
Highway Network.
2.2

The prioritisation, programming and design of highway improvement
schemes have the potential to generate either beneficial or adverse
impacts on people with mobility or vision impairments. The
development of detailed proposals is undertaken in accordance with
the County Council’s policies and procedures for equality and
diversity.

3.0

RECOMMENDATION

3.1

That the Highways Advisory Sub Group (“the Sub Group”) consider the
options for traffic management in Nelson Street, Dalton-in-Furness, set
out in this report, and make a recommendation to Officers as to their
preferred option or options for future budget consideration.

4.0

BACKGROUND

4.1

Concerns have been received from local residents and councilors regarding
the regular congestion caused by vehicles travelling along Nelson Street in
Dalton-in-Furness. The safety of pedestrians is of concern due to many
vehicles mounting the footway in order to pass oncoming vehicles. There
are also large coaches that use this route to access Dowdales School which
is located at the northern end of Nelson Street.

4.2

Nelson Street runs from Market Street which is a main through route of the
town, in a northerly direction to Dowdales School, which is a large secondary
school. This is where the road terminates. It is a lit, 2-way street approx.
180m in length, which consists of a pub, bank, residential properties, a car
park, a surgery, a community centre and a library. It is therefore a fairly
heavily trafficked route. A plan indicating the location of Nelson Street within
Dalton-in-Furness is shown below.

4.3

The collision records from the Police indicate that there are no recorded
collisions within the last 5 years for Nelson Street. There is only one
recorded Damage Only Collision which was the result of a parking
manoeuvre.

4.4

Traffic management options are outlined below with cost estimates and
plans, where appropriate, are included in Appendix 1:

4.5

Option 1 – Do nothing - Cost estimate £0
We will pass the details of this issue onto the police for their consideration of
enforcement and monitoring, in line with their own local priorities. No cost.
The timescale for this would be immediate however it is unknown whether
the police have the resources to deal with this.
Advantages: Immediate timescale. No cost. To be passed to the Police to
consider increased presence and enforcement of dangerous behaviour.
Disadvantages: Do nothing will not physically prevent drivers from mounting
the footway and will not relieve the congestion. There can be no guarantee
of Police resources being available.

4.6

Options 2a and 2b – One-way traffic – Cost estimate £8,500
A One-way traffic restriction has been considered as an option to improve
flow along Nelson Street. Significant planning and consultation would be
required to determine the most suitable direction of travel along with
alternative routes for school transport. It is considered that the most
appropriate direction of traffic, allowing for traffic flow on surrounding streets,
would have to be to travel in a north-westerly direction from Market Street to
Chapel Street/Dowdales School. There would be 2 possible options for
traffic to travel around the Nelson Street One-way i.e. to travel from Chapel
Street back to Market Street;



Option 2a Plan 2a; short route - vehicles would have to use Chapel
Street and either Wellington Street (as shown on the indicative plan) or
Nelson Street to exit onto Market Street. This route would be unsuitable
for school coaches and other larger vehicles. This is due to the narrow
roads and insufficient widths to make the necessary turning
manoeuvres.



Option 2b Plan 2b; long route (suitable for school transport and large
vehicles) - the only viable route to accommodate the larger vehicles
would be via Chapel Street, Broughton Road and Prince Street. This is
however a much lengthier route. As a result, should this be taken
forward, it is likely that smaller vehicles such as cars and vans would
use alternative streets to divert around the One-way of Nelson Street
and add extra pressure to surrounding streets.

For either option, a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) would be needed,
estimated at £3,500 for the staff time, legal and advertising costs along with
a cost to implement, estimated at £5,000 for the required additional lining
and regulatory signs. The timescale would depend on the identification of a
budget for the costs, however, once funding could be secured delivery is
estimated at approximately 6-12 months.
Advantages: Both options 2a and 2b are likely to be a very effective methods
at reducing the congestion on Nelson Street by making it One-Way.
Disadvantages: There is a high risk of moving the problem into surrounding
streets with both options. One-way traffic can act to increase vehicle speeds
which may then present a further risk to road users and residents of Nelson
Street. It is considered that a One-way traffic option has the potential to
severely impede the school bus service due to the size of the vehicles and
unsuitable alternative routes. It has a moderate cost for implementation and
lengthy timescale to be able to implement. There are likely to be concerns
from residents and businesses and particularly from the school due to the
impacts for school bus transport.
4.7

Options 3a and 3b – Bollards in the footway – Cost estimate £1,000 £3,000
Bollards could be installed within the footway on Nelson Street to prevent
vehicles mounting the footway when trying to pass oncoming traffic. There
are 2 possible options available for bollards;


Option 3a – Plan 3a; installing them at the Market Street end of Nelson
Street to prevent turning vehicles overrunning the pavement; or



Option 3b – Plan 3b; installing them at strategic locations along the
length of Nelson Street where the footway width allows.

Installing them at the junction would aim to prevent vehicles mounting the
footway as they turn into Nelson Street. Installing bollards along the length
of Nelson Street (where the width allows) would aim to prevent vehicles
mounting the pavement along the length of Nelson Street. Estimated costs
are between £1,000 and £3,000 depending on number of bollards to be
installed.

Advantages: Prevents vehicles from mounting the footway and therefore
increases safety for pedestrians. Shorter timescale to implement than a
regulation on traffic movement that requires a Traffic Regulation Order.
Lower cost estimate option.
Disadvantages: Likely to increase the problem of congestion as vehicles will
not be able to pass oncoming traffic. Fairly low cost to install however there
are likely to be ongoing costs to maintain. There is a risk of bollards being
regularly hit/damaged by vehicles which may result in damage to vehicles as
well as to the footway/bollards. Narrow width of footway will only allow these
to be installed at certain locations along the street.
4.8

Option 4 – Pedestrian Guardrail
The installation of pedestrian guardrails is an option which has been
considered. Pedestrian guardrail would essentially work in much the same
way as the bollards, preventing vehicles from mounting the footway and
providing safety for pedestrians. The issue with pedestrian guardrails is that
they reduce the width of footway over a longer length than bollards but can
also mask pedestrians from vehicles. Pedestrian guardrail, whilst being
considered, is not usually used periodically along a length of a street. If
used at the junctions they could impede pedestrian crossing and visibility.
Therefore whilst having been considered as a possible option it has not been
presented here as an option that would be suitable for Nelson Street.

4.9

Options 5a and 5b – Parking restrictions – Cost estimate £5,000 £5,500
There is currently parking available along the east side of Nelson Street for a
long length. One option is to consider changing the availability of parking on
Nelson Street. Parking could be removed;


Option 5a, plan 5a; either partially, allowing for ‘passing places’; or



Option 5b, plan 5b; completely, removing all parking along the entire
length of Nelson Street, which perceivably widen the road for vehicles
and therefore allow them to pass more easily and reduce congestion.

Removing vehicles to allow for a passing place would allow vehicles to more
easily pass at a desired location rather than mounting the pavement. A
passing place would displace the minimum of vehicles (2 to 3 cars spaces),
which is required particularly for residents and would also prevent the
possibility of increased vehicle speeds on Nelson Street. Removal of all the
parking would affect residents and others currently parking there. There is
likely to be a lot of objections to the removal of parking as vehicles would
need to be parked elsewhere. This would affect the vehicles currently
parked on Nelson Street but also the surrounding streets as there are
displaced vehicles looking for new places nearby to park. There is
extremely limited additional available places to park in surrounding streets.
It is very difficult to determine where there would be space to accommodate
large numbers of displaced vehicles.
Restrictions on parking, a passing place or longer length would require a
Traffic Regulation Order to revoke the existing parking bays and to
implement a No Waiting At Any Time (double yellow line) restriction. There
are moderate costs for this option, at approximately £3,500 for all legal and
advertising costs along with a cost to implement, estimated at £1,500 to

£2,000, depending on the amount of additional lining. The timescale for a
Traffic Regulation Order will be between 6 – 12 months due to the lengthy
process involved, including consultation, advertising and making of the
order.
Advantages: This would widen the road either in strategic places or for its
entirety therefore greatly reducing the congestion problem and removing the
need for vehicles to mount the footway. It would also allow for the larger
vehicles which use this route to pass easily and therefore aims to improve
pedestrian safety.
Disadvantages: There would be a longer timescale for a Traffic Regulation
Order and a moderate cost to implement. Any restrictions are likely to
inconvenience some residents and businesses. Removing long lengths of
parking, or even all of it could act to increased vehicle speeds if not
considered carefully.
4.10

Officers have considered all the options presented above.

4.11

To enable the most benefit to Nelson Street in terms of road safety and the
concerns raised there are 2 options which Officers would recommend to be
taken forward for future funding, namely: (i)

Option 3b, plan 3b being the option for bollards along the length aiming
to prevent vehicles mounting the pavement, whilst also implementing

(ii)

Option 5a, plan 5a, being a short length of additional parking restriction
(double yellow line) at a central point outside the surgery.

These combined options would have a total estimated cost of £8,000 and
allow vehicles a much better opportunity to pass whilst minimizing parking
displacement to both allow people to park but also minimize the risks of
increased vehicle speeds.
4.4

Members must note that there is no funding currently allocated within
2019/2020 or a future budget for the implementation of any of the Options.
Any measures to be implemented would need to be considered for funding
within future budgets by Local Committee.

5.0

OPTIONS

5.1

Members may conclude that any one or several of Options, 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b,
4, 5a or 5b should be implemented.

6.0

RESOURCE AND VALUE FOR MONEY IMPLICATIONS

6.1 It is for Local Committee to allocate resources within the devolved capital
budget to specified programmes of Highways work subject to Corporate
Policy and Service Standards (paragraph 5.1). Any changes in allocation
that Local Committee may agree should have regard to remaining within the
overall revenue and capital budgets devolved to Local Committee.
6.2

If it was proposed to proceed with one or more of options 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 5a
or 5b implementation would be dependent on allocation of funding by Local
Committee within a future years devolved Highways Capital budget.

6.3

The Sub-Group are requested to note that if one or more of options 2a, 2b,
3a, 3b, 5a or 5b were implemented, ongoing maintenance costs would need
to be met from within the devolved Highways Revenue budget.

7.0

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1

There are no direct legal implications to this report at this time. Further
reports will be presented to Local Committee in due course in relation to any
Traffic Regulation Orders should they be required and those reports will
contain the specific legal implications which refer to them at that time.

8.0

CONCLUSION

8.1

This report presents traffic management options for Nelson Street, Dalton-inFurness in reference to concerns raised regarding road safety and seeks a
recommendation from Members to Officers as to their preferred Option(s).
Officer recommendation is that Option 3b in part for bollards along the length
of the street and Option 5a in part of parking restrictions to create a passing
place should be implemented subject to identification of the necessary
budget in a future year.

Angela Jones
Executive Director – Economy and Infrastructure
November 2019
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Electoral Division:

Option 2 Plan 2a One-way short route
Option 2 Plan 2b One-way long route
Option 3 Plan 3a Bollards at junction
Option 3 Plan 3b Bollards full length
Option 5 Plan 5a Parking restriction for passing places
Option 5 Plan 5b Parking restrictions full length
Dalton North

Executive Decision
Key Decision

Yes
No

If a Key Decision, is the proposal published in the current Forward Plan?
Is the decision exempt from call-in on grounds of urgency?
If exempt from call-in, has the agreement of the Chair of the relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committee been sought or obtained?

N/A
No
N/A

Has this matter been considered by Overview and Scrutiny?
If so, give details below.

No

Has an environmental or sustainability impact assessment been
undertaken?

N/A

Has an equality impact assessment been undertaken?

N/A

PREVIOUS RELEVANT COUNCIL OR EXECUTIVE DECISIONS
[including Local Committees]
No previous relevant decisions
CONSIDERATION BY OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY
Not considered by Overview and Scrutiny.
BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers.
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